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Spherecore Type S
Spherecore laminate bulker Type S is the only
laminate bulker made with real fiberglass fiber
as opposed to commonly used polyester fiber.
This type of fiber allows much faster wetout,
eliminating the need to wet-out material outside
of the tool plus multiple pieces can be joined
together in the lamination process by eliminating
the seam line by applying laminating roller
pressure to the seam. This material is regularly
used to improve surface appearance in open and
closed molding.

HOW WE DO THINGS
Carbon-Core Corp.
A short video introduction and look behind the
scenes to our new manufacturing facility and
some of the processes we employ daily to
manufacture our quality core materials
portfolio.Meet some of our people, see some of
our equipment

Fiberglass Coatings Inc.
CarbonCore Products are distributed in Florida, Georgia and
Alabama by FGCI Inc. FGCI is the largest independently owned
composites distributor in Florida, serving thousands of customers
in diverse industries ranging from marine to amusement to
construction, and everything in-between. They are a multi-location
company with over 80+ employees, 165,000 square feet of
warehousing, and a fleet of delivery trucks.
Chemists on-staff to create custom product formulations
Gelcoat color matching, created on-site using our
photospectrometer
Outside sales support and competitive pricing for our
resellers
Private labeling services and toll production
A technical staff, with years of hands-on experience,
available to walk you through the steps and products needed to make your dream project a

reality
The largest selection of composite materials available
Their product line features a complete inventory of polyester and epoxy resins, gelcoats, fiberglass
fabrics, and coring materials, as well as all of the equipment and supplies necessary to achieve your
goals, whether a large OEM or a DIY consumer. You’ll love their personalized service and the

great selection we offer.
Link to Additional Resources

CORE MATERIAL SPECIALS
SPHERECORE SBC IP 8MM-- $425.00 per 410 sq ft roll 50"
Emulsion Bonded CSM mat, 1.5 oz, per pallet only,$0.79 per pound
CarbonFoam PU/PIR 2 LB, 3.5"X48X96, $95.00 per sheet, can be sliced into different
thicknesses, over 5000 sheets available
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